
September 11 is the linchpin – the keystone – of everything the Bush 
Administration has gotten away with.  We know this Administration 

has lied about everything else. According to a recent N.Y. Times/CBS 

News poll, only 16% of Americans believe the government is telling 

the truth about the attacks.† So why  aren!t we Democrats talking 

about this, and demanding a fresh 9/11 investigation?

We need to ask questions like:
How could both 110-story towers  collapse at near free-fall 

speed? •!How did the third building (WTC #7) collapse, simi-

larly, without  being hit by a plane? •!Why weren’t any of our 

normal  Air Defense System protocols followed to intercept the 

errant planes? •!Why were the crime scenes so quickly cleaned 

up? •!Why was molten steel found under the building when the 

fires could not have possibly been hot enough? • !Why were 

there so many conflicts and revisions in the official timeline of 

events of that  day? • How could the 9/11 Commission possibly 

find the truth with such conflicts of interest in its membership?

We need a real
9/11 investigation!

Ask your Congressperson (and rep. Henry Waxman, chair, House Govern-

ment Reform Committee), to support a fresh, uncompromised investigation.

Expose the weakness in Bush’s 
story of 9/11, and the entire 

“house of cards” will collapse!
"
For historical context, search Wikipedia for “Operation!Northwoods”,“False Flag”

Scientific analyses: physics911.ca, st911.org

Daily updates: 911truth.org, 911blogger.com

Online videos: Search “9/11 Mysteries” or “9/11” on video.google.com

W O U L D   Y O U   B E L I E V E ?

You can question the Bush Admin-

istration on any topic but one on

Markos writes in the Daily Kos FAQ:
DailyKos accepts that the 9/11 attacks were perpetrated 
by agents of Al-Qaeda. It is forbidden to write diaries that: 
! ! refer to claims that American, British, Israeli, or any 
government assisted in the attacks; "!refer to claims that 
the airplanes that crashed into the WTC and Pentagon 
were not the cause of the damage to those buildings or 
their subsequent collapse. Authoring or recommending 
these diaries may result in banning from Daily Kos.

Markos is entitled to his beliefs, 

but restricting this topic is a bit 

“1984”, isn’t it?

Framing the Issues
“Let us never tolerate outrageous conspiracy theories concerning 
the attacks of Sept. 11th…” — George W. Bush

The right-wing media like to frame any doubters of 

the official story as tinfoil-hat-wearing, wild-eyed, 

conspiracy theory nuts. In fact, it"s the official 

story that is the wild theory; the most prominent 

seekers of 9/11 truth are respected scientists, 

scholars, researchers, and widows.  Do not fall for 
their “conspiracy” trap!  This is about finding the 

truth and holding our leaders accountable.

“It would be great if we had a true 9/11 commission ... to study what happened on that day” — Cindy Sheehan

       Truth. Accountability. Justice.

† Poll: tinyurl.com/yz45x4

We

Want:

All “justified” because of September 11.

Iraq.  Torture.  Patriot Act.  HR6166.  Iran!


